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vants and to recommend readjustment of salaries. Know
ing that this work was being done, a committee represent- 

tLe °f the Fngmeering Institute of Canada
submitted to the experts a recommended schedule of en* 
gineering salaries which the institute considers 
and reasonable.
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• This schedule calls for increases of from 50% to 250% 
m the salaries of the engineers employed by the 
departments of the Government.

There is, of course, no definite knowledge that this re
commended schedule of salaries will be adopted but it is 
understood that it is being given serious consideration by 
the classification experts, and it is expected that it will be 
adopted very largely and perhaps even in its entirety. The 
«ÎÜÜTw îh thf c°™m’?slon informs The Canadian Engi- 

daSl,ficatT ,wm ükely be completed within 
the next three weeks and that it will then be submitted to 
Governor-m-Council before being made public.
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various

DOMINION GOVERNMENT DESIRES MORE RAPID 
HOUSING PROGRESS

JN view of the fact that the Dominion loan for housing pur- 
poses was instituted having as one of its objects the 

lmulation of building operations during the transition period 
om war to peace, and the providing of employment and 
using accommodation for returned soldiers, the Dominion 

«cvernment is anxious that the provinces take advantage of 
6 l°an as early as possible during the present year.

N x*TllîS is P°inted out in a general statement issued by Hon. 
in' ” Rowell, chairman of the Cabinet Committee on Hous- 

B, which accompanies a memorandum sent to each of the 
1‘ovincial governments outlining the conditions upon which 
6 $25,000,000 appropriation may be participated in and 

8(?ku,E certain suggestions as to the development of the 
Heme in so far as the provinces themselves are concerned.

The conditions and general principles incorporated in the 
etnorandum have already been submitted to the provincial 

th Vernmei‘ts and all suggestions which have been made in 
behalf have been fully considered and generally adopted.

6 statement by Mr. Rowell is as follows:—

CANADA’S RESOURCES OVERESTIMATED 7

Tl
di&rd fta, S"
some weeks ago, but whose resignation has 
accepted.

resigned 
not yet been
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made”
the distribution of the idea, so prevalent, that Canada^ 
resources are inexhaustible. This idea is, he believed 
ductive of waste. He declared that the lumber east of the 
Rocky Mountains is almost exhausted, and that every pro!
“if6 ?°mmi0,n over"estiuaates its lumber resources. 
Canada is rich in pulp wood, but unless the supply is con-

zvAto\:l::ilone continue -

4 R* some provinces, special officials are being appointed 
directors of housing and town planning, and in others it is 

^°Posed to place the administration of these matters under 
we care of a special commission. Some action of this kind 
to° r ®eem to be very desirable in each province with a view 
s , tncilitating the work of preparing and carrying out 
ut;v n?es* and to secure that early action will be taken in 

bzing the proposed loan.
The Housing Committee of the Cabinet have arranged 

" Thomas Adams, housing and town planning adviser of 
Ce Commission of Conservation, to co-operate with the offi- 
. s of the provincial governments in preparing and promot- 

schemes.

pro-

General schemes prepared by the provincial


